
                    
Accounting Policies

Accounting policies used when formulating the accounts

In accordance with the Accounts and Audit (Wales) Regulations 2014, this Statement of Accounts 
summarises the Council’s income and expenditure for the year ended 31 March 2019 and its financial 
position at 31 March 2019. The accounts are prepared in accordance with proper accounting practices 
as contained in the Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting in the United Kingdom 2018/19 (the 
Code).

The accounting convention adopted in the Statement of Accounts is principally historic cost, modified by 
the revaluation of certain categories of non-current assets and financial instruments.

The accounts have been prepared on a going concern basis i.e. on the assumption that it will continue 
to be in existence for the foreseeable future. All operations were classified as continuing and there were 
no significant acquisitions or discontinuations of service during the financial year.

1. Accounting Standards issued but not yet adopted

The main change to the Code will be the requirements of International Financial Reporting Standard 16 
– Leases in 2020/21. This will remove the existing classification of operating and finance leases covering 
buildings, equipment etc. and their different accounting treatments.  It will require all leases, with a term 
over a year, to be recorded as assets and liabilities unless the underlying asset is of low value.

Whilst this is expected to have no direct financial impact, work will need to be undertaken to ensure 
existing lease type arrangements across the Council are identified, and accurately recorded. This will 
include a review of existing and the creation of new processes for managing and recording existing and 
new lease arrangements. 

2. Accruals of Income and Expenditure
Activity is accounted for in the year that it takes place, not when the cash payments are made or received. 
In particular:

 revenue from the sale of goods is recognised when the Council transfers the significant 
risks and rewards of ownership to the purchaser

 revenue from the provision of services/contracts is recognised when the Council can measure 
reliably the percentage of completion and it is probable that economic benefits or service potential 
will be achieved

 supplies are recorded as expenditure when they are consumed
 services received are recorded as expenditure when the services are received, rather than when 

the payments are made
 interest receivable on investments and payable on borrowings is accounted for respectively as 

income and expenditure on the basis of the effective interest rate for the relevant financial 
instrument, rather than the cash flows fixed or determined by the contract

 where revenue and expenditure have been recognised but cash has not been received or paid, 
a debtor or creditor for the relevant amount is recorded in the Balance Sheet. Where debtors are 
not considered to be collectable the balance is reduced by a provision for doubtful debt.

3. Assets Held for Sale
When it becomes probable that the carrying amount of an asset will be recovered, principally through a 
sale transaction rather than through its continuing use, it is reclassified as an Asset Held for Sale if it 
meets the following criteria:

 be available for immediate sale in its present condition
 sale must be highly probable
 be actively marketed or have identified prospective purchasers 
 the sale expected to be completed within one year.

The asset is revalued immediately before reclassification and then carried at the lower of this amount 
and fair value less costs to sell. Where this results in a loss, this is posted to the Other Operating 
Expenditure line in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement. Gains in fair value are 
recognised only up to the amount of any previous losses recognised in the Surplus or Deficit on Provision 
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of Services. Depreciation is not charged on Assets Held for Sale. Regular reviews are undertaken as to 
whether assets still meet the criteria for Assets Held for Sale and where this is not the case they are 
reclassified and revalued in accordance with the appropriate class.

4. Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash is represented by cash in hand, bank balances of cheque book schools and the net balance on all 
of the Council’s other accounts, including petty cash accounts. Cash equivalents include Call Accounts 
and Money Market Funds.

5. Contingent assets and liabilities
These are potential benefits or obligations that arise from past events and whose existence will be 
confirmed only by the occurrence of one or more uncertain future events not wholly within the Council’s 
control. Contingent assets and liabilities are not recognised in the accounting statements but are 
disclosed in the notes to the accounts where deemed material.

6. Deferred Liabilities
Where the Council receives income in advance from developers and other organisations in respect of 
revenue expenditure, such as the future maintenance of assets, the amounts are held in the Balance 
Sheet as deferred liabilities until such time that the expenditure takes place.

7. Disposals and Capital Receipts
When assets are disposed of or decommissioned, the value of those assets included in the Balance 
Sheet along with any proceeds from disposal are used to calculate a gain or loss on disposal.

Council Fund receipts from disposals greater than £10,000 are treated as capital receipts. 

8. Employee Benefits
Benefits Payable during Employment
Short-term employee benefits such as wages and salaries, paid annual leave, sick leave and expenses 
are paid on a monthly basis and reflected as expenditure on an accruals basis in the relevant service 
line in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement.

Termination Benefits
Termination benefits are amounts payable as a result of a decision by the Council to terminate an officer’s 
employment before the normal retirement date or an officer’s decision to accept voluntary redundancy, 
and are charged on an accruals basis to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement. 

Post-Employment Benefits
Employees of the Council are members of two separate pension schemes:
 the Teachers’ Pension Scheme, administered by the Teachers Pensions Agency
 the Local Government Pension Scheme, via membership of the Cardiff and Vale of Glamorgan 

Pension Fund administered by the Council.

The Council accounts for pension costs in the main accounting statements in accordance with 
International Accounting Standard 19 (IAS19). This requires recognition of the fact that although 
retirement benefits are not actually payable until an employee retires, the Council’s commitment to make 
those payments arises at the time that employees earn their future entitlements. Accounting treatment 
depends on whether they are in respect of a defined benefit scheme or a defined contribution scheme.

Defined Contribution Schemes
Centralised arrangements for the Teacher’s Pension Scheme mean that liabilities for these benefits 
cannot ordinarily be identified specifically to the Council and is therefore accounted for as if it were a 
defined contribution scheme and no liability for future payments of benefits is recognised in the Balance 
Sheet.  

Defined Benefit Schemes
The Cardiff and Vale of Glamorgan Pension Fund is a defined benefit scheme. The net pension liability, 
which represents the Council’s attributable share of the Pension Fund’s assets and liabilities, is shown 
in the Balance Sheet where:
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 liabilities for the scheme attributable to the Council are included on an actuarial basis using the 
projected unit method (an assessment of the future payments that will be made in relation to 
retirement benefits earned to date by employees, based on assumptions about mortality rates, 
employee turnover rates and projections earnings for current employees).

 assets of the scheme attributable to the Council are included at their fair value:
 quoted and unitised securities – current bid price
 unquoted securities – professional estimate 
 property – market value.

The change in the net pension liability is analysed into the following components:
 Current service costs: increase in the liability as a result of pension earned by employees in the year 

is charged to net cost of services.
 Past service costs: increase in the liability arising from current year decisions which affect pension 

earned by employees in earlier years is charged to Corporate Management.
 Gains/losses on settlements and curtailments: result of actions to relieve the Council of liabilities or 

events that reduce expected future service or accrual of benefits are charged to Corporate 
Management.

 Net interest on the net defined benefit liability: net interest expense for the period that arises from the 
passage of time and is shown within the Financing and Investment Income and Expenditure line of 
the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement.

 Re-measurements: return on plan assets (excluding amounts included in net interest) and actuarial 
gains/losses as a result of updated actuarial assumptions. These are both charged to the Pensions 
Reserve as Other Income and Expenditure.

In relation to retirement benefits, statutory provisions require the Council Fund balance to be charged 
with the amount payable by the Council to the Pension Fund or directly to pensioners in the year, not the 
amount calculated according to the relevant accounting standards. In the Movement in Reserves 
Statement, this means that there are appropriations to and from the Pensions Reserve to remove the 
notional debits and credits for retirement benefits and replace them with debits for the cash paid to the 
Pension Fund and pensioners and any such amounts payable but unpaid at the year-end. The negative 
balance that arises on the Pensions Reserve thereby measures the beneficial impact to the Council Fund 
of being required to account for retirement benefits on the basis of cash flows rather than as benefits are 
earned by employees.

9. Financial Assets
Financial assets are classified based on a classification and measurement approach that reflects the 
Council’s business model for holding financial assets and their cash flow characteristics. 
There are three main classes of financial assets measured at:

 Amortised cost - Achieve objectives by collecting contractual cash flows e.g. principal and interest
 Fair value through profit or loss (FVPL) - Achieve objectives by both collecting contractual cash 

flows and selling assets
 Fair value through other comprehensive income (FVOCI) - Achieve objectives by any other 

means than collecting contractual cash flows and where the Council has designated that this is 
the case. 

In terms of value of financial assets recognised in the accounts, the authority’s primary business model 
is to hold investments to collect contractual cash flows, however loans and equity instruments may be 
provided as capital expenditure in the approved Capital Programme to achieve service objectives. 
Depending on the rationale for holding such financial assets, primarily equity, the Council may designate 
such items to be measured at fair value through other comprehensive income. 

Fair value measurement techniques are defined within the final section of this policy.

Financial Assets Measured at Amortised Cost
Financial assets measured at amortised cost are recognised on the Balance Sheet when the authority 
becomes a party to the contractual provisions of a financial instrument and are initially measured at fair 
value. They are subsequently measured at their amortised cost. Annual credits to the Comprehensive 
Income and Expenditure Statement for interest receivable are based on the carrying amount of the asset 
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multiplied by the effective rate of interest for the instrument in accordance with any investment or loan 
agreement. The amount presented in the Balance Sheet is the outstanding principal receivable (plus 
accrued interest).

Any gains or losses that arise on the derecognition of an asset are credited/debited to the CIES.

Expected Credit Loss Model
Impairment losses are calculated to reflect the expectation that future cash flows might not take place 
because the borrower could default on their obligations. Such a review would take place on an individual 
financial asset or collective basis, based on materiality and cost benefit of individual assessment.

The Council undertakes a review of expected credit losses on all financial assets held at amortised cost 
either on a 12-month or lifetime basis. Where provision for such losses is not already undertaken e.g. as 
part of a provision for bad debts, adjustments to the value of financial assets disclosed in the accounts 
would be made. Credit risk plays a crucial part in assessing expected credit loss. Where risk has 
increased significantly since a financial asset was initially recognised, provision for losses are assessed 
on a lifetime basis. Where risk has not increased significantly or remains low, provision for losses are 
assessed on the basis of 12-month expected loss.

Financial Assets Measured at Fair Value through Profit of Loss (FVPL)
Financial assets that are measured at FVPL are recognised on the Balance Sheet when the Council 
becomes a party to the contractual provisions of a financial instrument and are initially measured and 
carried at fair value. Fair value gains and losses are recognised in the Surplus or Deficit on the Provision 
of Services. 

Any gains or losses that arise on the derecognition of the asset are credited/debited to the 
Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement.

Financial Assets Measured at Fair Value through other comprehensive income (FVOCI)
Financial assets that are measured as FVOCI are initially measured and carried at fair value on the 
Balance Sheet. Treating such assets under this category will require a ’Designation’ by the Council. 
These are likely to be equity holdings held as part of a service objective.

Fair value gains and losses are recognised in other comprehensive income and the change in the amount 
of the investment in the balance sheet is matched with an entry in the Financial Instruments Revaluation 
Reserve.

Upon derecognition, any balance on the Financial Instruments Revaluation Reserve is recycled through 
the Surplus or Deficit on the Provision of Services.

Fair Value Measurement of Financial Assets
Fair value measurements for the above financial asset classes measured at fair value are based on the 
following techniques:

 instruments with quoted market prices – the market price
 other instruments with fixed and determinable payments – discounted cash flow analysis.

The inputs to the measurement techniques are categorised in accordance with the following levels:
 Level 1 – quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets that the authority can 

access at the measurement date.
 Level 2 – inputs other than quoted prices included within Level 1 that are observable for the 

asset, either directly or indirectly.
 Level 3 – unobservable inputs for the asset.

10. Financial Liabilities
Financial liabilities are recognised on the Balance Sheet when the Council becomes a party to the 
contractual provisions of a financial instrument. They are initially measured at fair value and carried at 
their amortised cost. Annual charges to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement for 
interest payable are based on the carrying amount of the liability, multiplied by the effective rate of interest 
for the instrument. Interest that is due but is unpaid at the end of the year is recognised in the Balance 
Sheet as a current liability.
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Where a fair value price which is paid to transfer a liability, is estimated and disclosed, inputs to the 
valuation techniques used to determine fair value are attributed to the same levels as stated under the 
Financial Assets accounting policy.

Premiums or Discounts incurred on the extinguishment of debt are charged immediately to the 
Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement, with regulation being used to mitigate the financial 
impact on the Council taxpayer by an adjustment from the Financial Instruments Adjustment Account. 
As such:
 premiums are amortised to the Movement in Reserves Statement over the life of the replaced loan, 

replacement borrowing or other prudent period
 discounts are amortised to the Movement in Reserves Statement over the life of the replaced loan 

or 10 years (whichever is the shorter period).

Where restructuring of the loan portfolio involves the modification or exchange of existing instruments, 
the premium or discount is respectively deducted from or added to the amortised cost of the new or 
modified loan and amortised to the Movement in Reserves Statement in accordance with statutory 
regulation.

Transaction costs, such as brokers’ fees and commission in relation to managing the Council’s Financial 
Instruments, which are not considered material, are charged immediately to the Comprehensive Income 
and Expenditure Statement.

11. Grants and Contributions 
Grants and other contributions are accounted for on an accruals basis and recognised when:
 there is reasonable assurance that the Council will comply with the conditions for their receipt and
 there is reasonable assurance that the grant or contribution will be received.

Revenue
Grants, for which conditions have not yet been satisfied, are carried in the Balance Sheet as Revenue 
Grants Receipts in Advance. When conditions have been satisfied, the grant or contribution is credited 
to the relevant service line (specific revenue grants and contributions) or Taxation and Non-Specific 
Grant Income (non-specific revenue grants) in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement.  
Where there is no longer any reasonable assurance that the conditions will be met, sums received will 
not be recognised as a receipt of grant but as a repayment due to the awarding body and held on the 
Balance Sheet as a liability if it remains unpaid.

Where the conditions of a revenue grant or contribution have been complied with but it is yet to be used 
to fund expenditure for the purpose stipulated in the grant agreement, it is set aside in an Earmarked 
Reserve.

Capital
Grants and contributions that are applied in the year to fund capital schemes that are Revenue 
Expenditure Funded by Capital under Statute (REFCUS) are treated as revenue income and credited to 
the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement to the relevant service line.

Capital Grants and Contributions applied in paying for other capital works are credited to the Taxation 
and Non-Specific Grant Income line in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement. Where 
a specific capital grant or contribution has been received but remains unapplied, this is deemed to 
represent a condition and is shown as a creditor, as the unused element could be returned to the funder. 
Where a non-specific grant such as the General Capital Grant or Major Repair Allowance were to remain 
unapplied, it would be held as Capital Grants Unapplied Reserve.

Capital grants and contributions are identified separately on the Balance Sheet. 
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12. Heritage Assets
The Council recognises heritage assets where it may have incurred separately identifiable expenditure 
on their acquisition or preservation or where it has information on the value of the asset.

Heritage assets are included at historic cost if included in the accounts and only measured at fair value 
where the benefits of doing so outweigh the costs. No depreciation charge is made on heritage assets.

The unique nature of heritage assets makes reliable valuation complex. These difficulties are recognised 
by the Code and therefore many individual assets are not recorded in the accounts, but additional 
narrative disclosures are made about the nature and scale of such assets within the notes to the 
accounts. The next valuation is due to take place in 2019/20.

13. Intangible Non-Current Assets
Expenditure on assets that do not have physical substance but are identifiable and controlled by the 
Council is capitalised. In the case of computer software and licences, this will be capitalised where it 
relates to the enhancement or development of systems, expenditure on which is deemed to generate 
long-term economic benefits to the Council in the form of savings and improvements in service delivery. 
Intangible assets are included in the Balance Sheet at historic cost net of amortisation and are reviewed 
for impairment and re-valued only where they have a readily ascertainable market value. The assets are 
amortised to the relevant service line over the economic life of the investment initially set between 3-5 
years, and reversed in the Movement in Reserves Statement via transfer to the Capital Adjustment 
Account.

Gains or losses arising from disposal are recognised in the surplus or deficit on the provision of services.

14. Interests in Companies and Other Entities
The Council has interests in companies and other entities. Subject to the level of materiality and exposure 
to risk, these are consolidated to produce Group Accounts.

15. Inventories
Inventories are measured and held at the lower of cost or net realisable value. When such inventories 
are sold, exchanged or distributed, the carrying amount is recognised as expenditure.

16. Investment Property
Investment properties are those held solely to earn rentals and/or for capital appreciation such as; ground 
leases, land held for future development as strategic sites and other land and buildings that meet 
investment property criteria.

Investment properties are measured at fair value, based on the market value that would be received to 
sell an asset in an orderly transaction between market participants at the measurement date, reflecting 
the asset’s highest and best use.  A full valuation took place in 2018/19.

Investment properties are not depreciated. Gains and losses on revaluation and disposal are posted to 
the Financing and Investment Income and Expenditure line in the Comprehensive Income and 
Expenditure Statement. Rentals received in relation to investment properties are credited to the relevant 
service line and result in a gain for the Council Fund Balance. However, revaluation and disposal gains 
and losses are not permitted to have an impact on the Council Fund Balance. The gains and losses are 
therefore reversed out of the Council Fund Balance in the Movement in Reserves Statement and posted 
to the Capital Adjustment Account.

17. Joint Committees
The relevant proportion of Joint Committees are included within the Council’s accounts which reflect the 
transactions and balances as per the draft accounts prepared for each Joint Committee.  

18. Leases
Leases are classified as finance leases where the terms of the lease transfer substantially all the risks 
and rewards, incidental to ownership, of the property, plant or equipment from the lessor to the lessee. 
All other leases are classified as operating leases. 
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Where a lease covers both land and buildings, the land and buildings elements are considered separately 
for classification. 

The Council as Lessee
Finance Leases
For plant and equipment, the Council has set a de-minimis level of £75,000 for leases to be recognised 
as finance leases.
The Council does not hold any leases of this type.

Operating Leases
Payments for operating leases are charged to the relevant service line on an accruals basis.  The charges 
are made evenly throughout the period of the lease.

The Council as Lessor
Finance Leases
The Council does not provide any leases of this type.

Operating Leases
Where the Council grants an operating lease over a property or an item of plant or equipment, the asset 
is retained in the Balance Sheet. Rental income is credited to the Comprehensive Income and 
Expenditure Statement. Credits are made on a straight-line basis over the life of the lease.

19. Property, Plant, Equipment
These assets are those that have physical substance used in the production or supply of goods or 
services, those intended to be held indefinitely and those for the promotion of culture and knowledge and 
expected to be used during more than one financial year.

Recognition:
Expenditure on the acquisition, creation or enhancement of such assets is capitalised on an accruals 
basis.  All expenditure incurred on existing assets is assumed to result in enhancement of the asset and 
will be shown in the accounts as an addition to the asset.

Expenditure that maintains but does not add to an asset’s potential to deliver benefits or service potential 
(i.e. repairs and maintenance) is charged to revenue as it is incurred.

The Council has a de-minimis policy of £1,000 with regards to capitalisation of expenditure in connection 
with Council dwellings. 

Measurement:
Assets are initially measured at cost, comprising all expenditure that is directly attributable to bringing 
the specific asset into working condition for its intended use, excluding borrowing costs which are not 
capitalised. 

A full year’s depreciation is charged on capital expenditure incurred in the year. No depreciation is 
charged in the year of disposal.

Assets are subsequently carried on the balance sheet as per the following:
Asset Type Measurement Revaluation Valuer Depreciation

Next 
revaluations 
are scheduled 
for:

Those 
undertaken 
this year were 
completed by:

Calculated on a straight 
line basis over the below 
estimated useful lives, 
unless there is not a 
determinable finite useful 
life.

Assets under 
Construction

Depreciated 
Historical Cost

N/A N/A N/A

Community 
Assets

 Depreciated 
Historical Cost

N/A N/A N/A
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Council 
Dwellings

Existing Use Value 
for Social Housing

2018/19
2021/22

Internal 
Strategic 
Estates

50 years

Other 
Operational 
Land & 
Buildings

Existing Use Value 
or Depreciated 
Replacement Cost 
if specialist nature 
without market-
based evidence

2018/19
2021/22

Cooke & 
Arkwright

Land: N/A
Buildings: 3-65 years

School Assets Detailed 
Depreciated 
Replacement Cost 
(known as Modern 
Equivalent Asset)

2019/20
2022/23

N/A Land: N/A
Buildings: 3-65 years

Surplus Assets Fair Value 2018/19
2019/20
2020/21

Internal 
Strategic 
Estates

N/A

Vehicles, Plant, 
Furniture & 
Equipment

Depreciated 
Historical Cost

N/A N/A 5-15 years

Revaluations:
Council dwellings, other land and buildings and surplus assets are required to be revalued periodically.  
Asset revaluations take place with an effective date of 1 April of the financial year and are undertaken by 
professional valuers.

The Council must balance the requirement to ensure carrying amounts are not materially different from 
their fair or current value at the year-end, with the time, costs and resources involved in providing 
valuation services for accountancy purposes. It does this by:
 undertaking an annual impairment review of property with the Council’s in-house valuation team to 

identify significant changes,
 using the experience and local knowledge of the in-house valuation team to provide or source any 

external valuation services. This ensures finance are made aware of all property issues affecting the 
Council,

 having an agreed rolling revaluation programme which is shorter than the minimum 5 year cycle 
required by the Code in order to ensure there is sufficient, regular and consistent coverage of all 
classes of assets.

Revaluations of the Council’s property assets are undertaken on a minimum 3 yearly rolling programme 
basis, or where there is a major refurbishment of an asset a new valuation will be sought in the year of 
completion and a revision is made to the useful life. 
The Revaluation Reserve contains revaluation gains recognised since 1 April 2007 only; the date of its 
formal implementation. Gains arising before that date have been consolidated into the Capital Adjustment 
Account.

Impairment and Downward Revaluation:
Assets are assessed at each year-end as to whether there is any indication that an asset may be impaired 
in value, either due to a significant reduction in service potential or significant permanent market value 
reduction. Where a material change in value is identified, the accounting treatment is as follows:
 where there is a balance of revaluation gains for the asset in the Revaluation Reserve, the carrying 

amount of the asset is written down against that balance, up to the amount of the accumulated gains.
 thereafter, or if there is no balance in the Revaluation Reserve, the carrying amount of the asset is 

written down against the relevant service line(s) in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure 
Statement.
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Where an impairment loss is reversed subsequently, the reversal is credited to the relevant service line(s) 
in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement, up to the amount of the original loss, adjusted 
for depreciation that would have been charged if the loss had not been recognised.

Component Accounting: 
Where a single asset may have a number of different components, each having a different useful life, 
three factors are taken into account to determine whether a separate valuation of components is to be 
recognised in the accounts in order to provide an accurate figure for depreciation. 

These factors are:
 materiality with regards to the Council’s financial statements. Componentisation will only be 

considered for individual non-land assets that have a net book value of more than £1.500 million 
at the end of the financial year

 significance of component. For individual assets meeting the above threshold, where services 
within a building (Boilers / Heating / Lighting / Ventilation etc.), or items of fixed 
equipment (Kitchens / Cupboards) is a material component of the cost of that asset (> 30%), 
then those services/equipment will be valued separately on a component basis

 difference in rate or method of depreciation compared to the overall asset. Only those elements 
that normally depreciate at a significantly different rate from the non-land element as a whole, or 
that require a different method of depreciation will be identified for componentisation. 

Assets that do not meet the tests above can be disregarded for componentisation on the basis that any 
adjustment to depreciation charges would not result in a material misstatement in the accounts.
 
20. Provisions
Provisions are charged as expenditure to the appropriate service line in the Comprehensive Income and 
Expenditure Statement in the year that the Council becomes aware of the obligation, measured at the 
best estimate at the balance sheet date of the expenditure required to settle the obligation, taking into 
account relevant risks and uncertainties. When payments are eventually made, they are charged to the 
provision, which is held on the Balance Sheet. Provisions are reviewed at the end of each financial year 
and where no longer required are credited back to the relevant service line.

21. Revenue Expenditure Funded from Capital under Statute (REFCUS)
Expenditure incurred during the year that may be capitalised under statutory provisions, but that does 
not result in the creation of a non-current asset, has been charged as expenditure to the relevant service 
in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement. Where the Council has determined to meet 
the cost of this expenditure from existing capital resources or by borrowing, a transfer in the Movement 
in Reserves Statement from the Council Fund Balance to the Capital Adjustment Account then reverses 
out the amounts charged so that there is no impact on the level of Council Tax.

22. Reserves
The Council sets aside useable earmarked reserves for future policy purposes or to cover contingencies. 
Certain reserves are maintained to manage the accounting processes for non-current assets, financial 
instruments, and retirement and employee benefits. These do not represent usable resources for the 
Council and there are no net impacts on council tax or rent. 

23. Value Added Tax (VAT)
VAT payable is excluded from expenditure except where it is not recoverable from HMRC. VAT 
receivable is excluded from income.


